
STRATEGIES

PUBLIC ACCESS SQUARE

A public square in the corner of the main street with the river path will became 
the maIn exterior space of the building. Ii will be the conextion of the new 
building with the city.

SECONDARY SQUARE

Another square on the south side of the plot, characterised by the aromatic 
plants on elevated platforms, will be the main entrance to the private offices of 
the Seminci headquarters.

NEW FACADE TO THE CITY

The new design proposes a new volume toward the river as a new icon of the 
city. It is also the main entrance to the building, which due to its transparency 
connects both the inside of the new headquarters and the river path.

VALUE OF THE ORIGINAL FACTORY

How can an industrial building, keeping it’s own identity, give an answer to 
such a public and institutional demand? It is of utmost importance to try to 
maintain it’s particular elements, such as the fabric wall, the metal supports, or 
the wood trusses.

THE TRANSPARENCY

In the cinema, the diagonal sights, the scenes and the movements, the series of frames and the lights are essential concepts. Taking this concepts to their limits we come up with the 
abstraction and dematerialization, the dreams and the fantasy, the creation of a new world where we don’t really know how to distinguish what is real from what becomes from our 
imagination. 

“Any“Any other invention has never touch the humans life of the XX century as the cinema, at least in the fact of imagination, of creating dreams and collective desires, or  of getting into the 
thoughts and the ideas of the population, into the personal fantasies and reflexions and the ones beyond each one. The light of the cinema showed a new way to the creativity and to a 
deep sensitive flow: the power to be perpetuated in the course of the time”

                                                               Hugo Lara, Cinemania, 1999

TheThe idea of the project is linked with all these concepts, which allow us to create a parallel world where everything can happen. A world where all the senses spring up, introducing us in 
the cinematography world: the creativity, the light, the colour, the sounds...

ForFor these reasons, the main concept used in the project is the transparency, which take out the sequences of images, creating by this way that new world, dematerialized and abstract, 
connected with the cinema. This idea appears through a filter, which goes snaking the Factory. A filter in which the transparency is possible due to the use of different materials, the lights 
and the overlay of plans. In this way, two worlds are created, one previous to the filter where people can see and observe, where our senses will wake up inviting us to discover what we 
can find behind it; and a second world more private and “hidden”, which holds specific uses that in any way require concentration.  
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CONEXIONS

Horizontal connexions
The new volume added to the existing building becomes the main 
entrance. Though this gallery, people can also enter to the old factory.

TheThe filter creates two different spaces. Due to the character of those 
spaces, the horizontal connexions behind the filter are considered more 
privates, especially in the administrative area. 

Vertical connexions
All the vertical connexions of the existing factory are held on the small and 
tight spaces created by the filter. 

MAIN USES DISTRIBUTION

The main uses are held on glass boxes that lie behind the textile filter. 
From the public space people can guess what happens in those spaces 
that are blurred thanks to the membrane. 

As said before, the main public spaces, such as the main hall, the library, 
the exhibition area or the small shop are located in front of the textile filter.

OnOn the left side of the building all the administrative programme (meeting 
rooms, open working areas….) is held. It has a private access though an 
exterior square, linked to the university campus. 

FILTERS / TRANSPARENCIES

One of the main ideas of the project is the concept of the transparency. 
Through a “filter” made of a textile membrane that goes all over the existing 
old factory, this concept becomes real.

ThisThis creates different spaces, ones bigger where the main uses are hold, 
and others quite tight, such as the small cracks where the natural light 
breaks into the old factory.

The space that lies in front of the membrane becomes a public space, 
where people can walk, observe, meet... On the other hand, the space 
behind the filter is understood as a private area, where specific activities 
that require closed space take place.

PROGRAMME

1.  Cultural
Screening room, exhibition areas, small shop and the 
restaurant 

2.  Educational
Library and film library, workshops and lecture rooms

3.3.  Administrative
The Seminci, the Spanish Film Commission and the 
Cinema school offices (open working areas, meeting 
rooms...)

4.  Other spaces
Bathrooms, dressing rooms, storage areas…

CONSTRUCTION SYSTEM

The structure of the new volume added to the existing factory 
consists on steel profiles that rest, on one side, on the existing wood 
trusses. The main roof-facade, made of aluminium, should also be 
understood as a filter, that somehow, blurs the connexion between 
the old and the new building. 

UnderUnder the premise of recovering the original structure, the wood truss 
framed structure is restored, and a new wooden and metal roof 
ceilling is designed.

In all the glass boxes, the floors and ceilings are made of wood. The 
idea is to create a friendly and warm atmosphere to work.
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